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"We are surrounded by a world that talks, but we don't listen. We are part of a community
engaged in a vast conversation, but we deny our role in it."In the face of climate change, species
loss, and vast environmental destruction, the ability to stand in the flow of the great conversation
of all creatures and the earth can feel utterly lost to the human race. But Belden C. Lane
suggests that it can and must be recovered, not only for the sake of endangered species and the
well-being of at-risk communities, but for the survival of the world itself.The Great Conversation
is Lane's multi-faceted treatise on a spiritually centered environmentalism. At the core is a belief
in the power of the natural world to act as teacher. In a series of personal anecdotes, Lane pairs
his own experiences in the wild with the writings of saints and sages from a wide range of
religious traditions. A night in a Missourian cave brings to mind the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius
of Loyola; the canyons of southern Utah elicit a response from the Chinese philosopher Laozi;
500,000 migrating sandhill cranes rest in Nebraska and evoke the Sufi poet Farid ud-Din Attar.
With each chapter, the humility of spiritual masters through the ages melds with the author's
encounters with natural teachers to offer guidance for entering once more into a conversation
with the world.
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Kokopelli26, “The Best Yet from Belden. I've been an avid reader of all Belden Lane's books. But
this one is easily the book of the year for me--maybe even the book of the decade. He takes a
unique perspective on God's creation that makes it come alive. How creation cares for us (!),
teaches us, protects us, teaches us, reaches out to us is the stuff of this book.  Not to be missed.”

Judith, “An exquisite resource.... Powerful work of memoir, Gospel, and passion on behalf of all
Creation!  An exquisite resource for preachers, teachers and Stewards of Creation.”

Will Westmoreland, “Worth the Read!. I enjoyed this book. It is written from a Christian
perspective and focuses on the important connection that should exist between man and nature.
It is a little repetitive in some places but it doesn’t subtract from the overall purpose of the book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Love Story for all those who appreciate mother nature in all its glory. self
enjoyment”

C.M. & T.M., “This is the book I have been waiting for (reverence, nature, and spirituality w/o too
much woo-woo). For about 18 months now I have been searching for information about
connecting spirituality with nature, being drawn to both. After coming out of an intense period of
two years studying and practicing Buddhism, I found that while I loved the philosophy, it was
missing (at least for me) that true "connectedness" with the natural world, and the literal magic
that nature holds. I started looking into more mystic, new age, and pagan resources, but the
whole "woo-woo" aspect of that (when you start to dip into divination and manifestation), while
fascinating, was just not the right fit for me."The Great Conversation" is exactly the resource I
have been searching for. I feel a deep connection with nature, animals, and just the entire
*world* of living things beyond humans, and have always found spirituality deeply rooted in
nature. I have wanted to immerse myself in that aspect of spirituality and find a jumping off point
for that kind of practice, and "The Great Conversation" is exactly that. There is a little bit of
mysticism in the book, and it talks about life cycles and things like the phases of the moon and
seasons, etc. but it does so in very, very grounded terms so that it's accessible and enjoyable,
and you can read the book and not come across a part where it's, like, "oh, wait a second, how
did we go from talking about finding mathematical patterns in nature both microscopic and the
size of a continent and now we're talking about holographs and manifestation and New
Earth...?" This book is not that.It's a book of reverence and appreciation and ideas and history
and beauty. It's a book I will refer back to constantly, and a book I will use as a guide. Highly
recommended.”

It's Just Me, “Philosophizing on nature and human well-being. I found this a bit dry, but the topic
is great, so it was still appealing. It’s a bit personal memoir combined with lots of philosophical



pondering. Reminds me of The Nature Principle, by Richard Louv – both are about nature and
wellness and spirituality, but Lane adds God to the mix, as well. That said, these are still quite
different books -- Lane has more philosophy, Louv has much more science. My own preference
is for The Nature Principle, but The Great Conversation is still a worthwhile read.What’s
inside:Introduction: Wilderness and Soul WorkPart I: Beginning to Listen1: Restoring the Great
Conversation2: Falling in Love with a TreePart II: Nature Teachers and the Spiritual LifeAIR: The
Child3: Birds: Sandhill Cranes, the Platte River, and Farid ud-Din Attar4: Wind: Buford Mountain
and The Way of a Pilgrim5: Trees: A Cottonwood Tree in a City Park and Hildegard of
BingenFIRE: The Adolescent6: Wildfire: North Laramie River Trail and Catherine of Siena7:
Stars: Cahokia Mounds and Origen of Alexandria8: Deserts: The Western Australian Bush and
Gregory of NyssaWATER: The Adult9: Rivers: Colorado's Lost Creek Wilderness and Teresa of
Avila10: Canyons: Grand Staircase-Escalante Wilderness and Laozi11: Islands: Monhegan
Island and Nikos KazantzakisEARTH: The Elder12: Mountains: Hemmed-In-Hollow and the Baal
Shem Tov13: Caves: Lewis Cave and Ignatius of Loyola14: Wolves: Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem and Francis of AssisiConclusion: Taking the Great Conversation SeriouslyBut that’s
JustMe.”

S Young, “inspiring. This is not a quick read. It's intended for contemplation - I found myself
reading a bit, and then thinking about it for days, letting it sink into my mind and
consciousness.We are profoundly disconnected from the natural world around us, and it
generates a sense of isolation. We don't exist separately from the world and nature - we ARE
the world. Caring for ourselves means, finally, reconnecting and becoming whole again.You
need this book.”

The book by Belden C. Lane has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 45 people have provided feedback.
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